Icehotel Excursions

**HUSKY SLEDDING**

**The Ultimate Husky Sledding Tour**

4 hrs / Daily at 11:15

Learn about life on a wilderness trail - choose to mush a dog team or sit on the sled as a passenger. Note: mushers and passengers take different routes but everyone gets together for a two-course lunch in a wilderness lodge.

From £250 per Adult (passenger) / From £308 per Adult (musher) / From £124 per Child (passenger only)

**Husky Sledding**

1½ hrs / Daily at 09:30 & 13:00

There are more dogs than people in Jukkasjärvi and its beautiful surroundings! Enjoy a husky sled ride through quiet forest trails with a skilled musher. A short stop is made for traditional coffee and cakes by a campfire.

From £113 per Adult / From £56 per Child

**Evening Husky Sledding**

1½ hrs / Daily at 16:00 (Dec-Jan); 18:00 (Feb-Mar)

Wrap up warm, sit back and enjoy the sound of the sled gliding over the snowy tracks and the dogs barking every time you slow down and stop – they really are that keen to keep going! Keep watch skywards and hopefully the northern lights* will illuminate your adventure. * Aurora sightings cannot be guaranteed

From £141 per Adult / From £71 per Child

**ICE SCULPTING**

**Ice Sculpting**

3 hrs / Daily at 09:00

A truly absorbing and surprisingly entertaining activity. Be guided by an expert, often someone directly involved in the creation of the Icehotel, and learn how to fashion a small block of ice into your very own masterpiece. The best sculptures are then displayed around the Icehotel.

From £64 per Adult (not suitable for children under 13 years – sharp implements used)
SNOWMOBILING

Snowmobiling prices include third party insurance (self-risk excess SEK 8000). Drivers must be at least 18 years old, hold a valid licence and be able to show it on request.

**Snowmobile Experience**
2 hrs / Daily at 16:00

This shorter tour is perfect for those of you who just want to get a taste of what it’s like while getting close to nature. You follow your guide across the frozen Torne River and through the untouched woodlands.

From £78 per Adult (two sharing) / From £126 per Adult (single rider) / From £38 per Child (passenger only)

**Northern Lights Snowmobile Tour**
4 hrs / Daily at 19:00 (until 28 Mar); 20:00 (29 Mar - 10 Apr)

A guided tour through snow clad forests, across a frozen lake and past the Icehotel in search of the aurora*. Enjoy dinner cooked over and open fire at a wilderness hut before travelling back by snowmobile to the Icehotel. * Aurora sightings cannot be guaranteed

From £162 per Adult (two sharing) / From £217 per Adult (single rider) / From £80 per Child (passenger only)

**Snowmobile Adventure**
3 hrs / Daily at 13:00

Feel the thrill as you whizz around on a snowmobile on a guided tour into the wilderness. Stop and marvel at the beautiful winter wonderland scenery in the area around Jukkasjärvi. At a wilderness camp enjoy a traditional Swedish fika (coffee break).

From £105 per Adult (two sharing) / From £161 per Adult (single rider) / From £53 per Child (passenger only)

**Moose Safari by Snowmobile**
6 hrs / Daily at 09:00

Transfer by minibus then take a snowmobile deep into the heart of the pasture. Learn about the moose native to this region, whilst being careful not to disturb them as they graze, sometimes very close by. Lunch is included.

From £232 per Adult (two sharing) *(not suitable for children)*
WINTER SURVIVAL

**Winter Survival Skills**
3 hrs / Daily at 13:00

Learn the basics of winter survival with an experienced guide in the wilderness. Learn how to make fire with a flint, navigate using signs from nature and discover other vital skills to keep you safe in the cold.

*From £103 per adult / From £52 per child* (not suitable for children under 8 years, sharp implements used)

WELLNESS

**Sauna Ritual**
2.5 hrs / Daily at 17:00 & 20:30

In Swedish Lapland, the sauna is the heart of the home, a place for peacefulness, relaxation and meditation. Learn how to use the sauna like a Scandinavian with the Icehotel’s ten-step sauna ritual, which includes an ice plunge (optional) and thorough cleansing of mind and body.

*From £382* (minimum of 2 participants)

**Aurora Spa Visit with lunch at Camp Ripan**
4.5 hrs / Daily at 12:30

Transfer to Camp Ripan for a 2 course lunch, then head into the Aurora Spa where you can wander between indoors and out and saunas. The Aurora sauna bucket is included and allows you to apply spa treatments at your own pace. This includes a scrub, a foot bath with salt and iron pellets to massage your feet.

*From £137 per Adult / From £125 per child (2 – 12 years)*

**Starlit Dinner at the Wilderness Camp**
4 hrs / Daily at 19:00 (until 31 Mar)

Experience the beauty of a pristine forest and the remoteness of the wilderness camp whilst stargazing and looking out for the northern lights*. Enjoy a welcome drink; 3-course dinner prepared using local ingredients by an experienced wilderness chef. *Aurora sightings cannot be guaranteed

*From £189 per adult / From £95 per child*
SAMI EXPERIENCE

The Five Senses of Sami Life
2 hrs / Daily at 12:00
Experience of our Sámi life with your senses. You will start with a step into the Sámi culture and visit the Sámi museum before gathering around the fire in the Lávvu, where you will smell the aroma of newly brewed coffee and taste the traditional sámi flatbread that you learned to make together.

From £108 per adult / From £54 per child (5-15 yrs)

TRANSFER TO ICEHOTEL

Transfer by Husky Sled
1 ¼ hrs / on request
Arrive in style pulled by a team of very eager canine companions. Your first glimpse of the Icehotel has even more impact after emerging from a pristine snow covered forest. It is also possible to travel by husky sled back to the airport.

From £536 per sled – one way transfer. Airport to Icehotel max 4 people / Icehotel to airport max 3 people (journey is uphill)

OVERNIGHT TOURS

Overnight Snowmobile Tour
18 hrs / Fri and Sat at 16:00 (Dec – Mar)
For those with experience of snowmobiling, travel deeper into the forests and scenic surrounds of Jukkasjärvi. Overnight at a wilderness camp where facilities are basic and accommodation shared. Great team spirit required!

From £432 per adult (single rider) / From £216 per child (sharing with adult) (not recommended for small children)

Overnight Husky Safari
20 hrs / Daily at 15:30
Learn to drive your own team of sled dogs over the pristine winter landscape. Visit the kennels before setting off along the snowy trails to a wilderness camp, where you enjoy a sauna and dinner. Hopefully the aurora* will put in an appearance too! * Aurora sightings cannot be guaranteed

From £570 per adult / From £285 per child (not recommended for small children)

A minimum of two passengers are required to operate the excursions (except the Reindeer Safari where a minimum of four passengers are required to operate the excursion).

Excursions operate between Dec 20 and Apr 21, subject to weather conditions.
Child prices apply to children aged 12 and under.
Winter clothing is provided for all excursions.

Prices are subject to change, and will be confirmed at the time of booking.

For further details of these excursions, please visit our website or talk to a travel specialist.